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I seek refuge in ALLAH, from satan the rejected. 
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. 

 
This Sermon is precisely composed of 14 pages, glory be to my LORD. 
 
The believers have asked me a question in the past as to what they should do to stay guided 
after the messenger departs from earth. My answer is simple, which is to follow all the 
verses of the Quran and uphold them fully. The verses, which are applicable to the 
messenger, can only be fulfilled in the presence of a messenger. In the absence of a living 
messenger, you should ask God for forgiveness and repent to Him for not being able to 
uphold them. At the same time, you should implore the Most Merciful through Verse 3:194 
to send His blessings of guidance through His messengers. When you follow the entire 
Quran, giving due regard to all the verses without placing emphasis on certain verses over 
the others, and especially regard your Covenants to honor them, then The Most Merciful 
will keep on bestowing His mercy and grace upon you to keep you guided. 
 
There are certain negative traits of human behavior, which are elaborated in the Quran and 
forbidden for the believers. All of them are attributable to satan and it is imperative that the 
believers know them, read about them, and avoid following or practicing them. In simple 
words, the traits can be categorized as the must do’s which are the righteous traits to 
uphold your Covenants and Pledges and to earn forgiveness from Allah and rewards, while 
the negative traits are the don’ts which are sinful and are from Satan – these lead you astray 
and to Hell. The negative traits also reflect a sign of disbelief and hypocrisy, thus nullifying 
the righteous works, and destroying your ultimate destiny by condemning you to Hell. This 
is again a vast subject, and I will only as briefly as possible enumerate and recite the don’ts 
from the Quran. Along with this sermon, be sure to read all the verses on your Covenants 
and righteous works to see and know what is expected of you by the Most Gracious. If you 
can avoid satan’s trap of turning you into evil after you have believed, by avoiding the 
negative and forbidden traits, then you have a good chance of staying guided, as long as you 
fear GOD and are steadfast in your righteous works and persevere in them. I will recite 
certain verses on how some people who stray away from the purified religion remain under 
illusion of being guided when they are not.  
 

23:63 Part 1: Because their minds are oblivious to this. 
Part 2: They commit works that do not conform with this (the Quran). 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, the diff. is ONE. 
Revealed; The messenger’s letters are 11 and 10, the diff. is ONE.  
 
Part 3: Therefore, their works are evil. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and messenger’s letters are 6, the diff. is ONE.  

 
Their works were considered evil simply because they refused and rejected the messenger, 
thereby violating their Covenant to uphold everything that comes from Allah and from the 
Scripture. 
 

18:103 Say, “Shall I tell you who the worst losers are?” 
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Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs. 
 
18:104 They are the ones whose works in this life are totally astray, but they think 
that they are doing good 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are marked as 14 – the complimenting Seven Pairs, 
which together reveal the fate of the worst losers - the disbelieving muslims and other 
followers  
of the scriptures are exposed through these verses. 
 
18:105 Part 1: Such are the ones who disbelieved in the revelations of their Lord and 
in meeting with Him.  
Part 2: Therefore, their works are in vain; on the Day of Resurrection, they have no 
weight. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 11, the diff. is 1 
 
18:106 Their just requital is Hell, in return for their disbelief, and for mocking My 
revelations and My messengers. 
 
Revealed: 18:105-106 The Allah letters are 21 and 12 – clear pattern of the Sacred 
Code 1221 
 
Revealed: The GV’S of Allah letters are 244 and 82, the diff. is 162 – You can see 
that GOD has rejected the submission of the hypocrites and idol worshipers by 
clearly revealing the Sacred Code of 1221 and the number 162. Their works without 
belief and acceptance of God’s messengers are considered evil. It is called as 
disbelief in God’s revelations and a denial of meeting with Him in the Hereafter. 
Hence, the consequences are evident as marked. 
 
43:36 Anyone who disregards the message of the Most Gracious, we appoint a devil 
to be his constant companion. 
43:27 Such companions will divert them from the path, yet make them believe that 
they are guided. 
 
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 2 and 3, the diff. is 1 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 10, the diff. is 2 (gods) – idolatry. 
 
3:86 Why should GOD guide people who disbelieved after believing, and after 
witnessing that the messenger is truth, and after solid proofs have been given to 
them? GOD does not guide the wicked. 
 
3:90 Those who disbelieve after believing, then plunge deeper into disbelief, their 
repentance will not be accepted from them; they are the real strayers.  
 
4:137 Surely, those who believe, then disbelieve, then believe, then disbelieve, then 
plunge deeper into disbelief, GOD will not forgive them, nor will He guide them in 
any way. 
 

NOTE the serious consequences stated at the end of each verse. 
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THE DONT’S IN THE QURAN: 

 
Some of the sins that I call negative traits and are prohibited by the Almighty are listed 
below. These are only the few that I have the time to mention, while there are more in the 
Quran.  
 

(1) Innovations (traditions), (2) Conjecture, (3) Fabrications, (4) Distortion, (5) Lies, 
(6) Hearsay, (7) Ego, (8) Arrogance, (9) Rumors, (10) Ignorance, (11) Suspicion, 
(12) Concealment, (13) Self-Exaltation, (14) Disobedience, (15) Conspiracy, (16) Self-
Opinions, (17) Doubts, (18) Aggression, (19) Arguing, (20) Disputing, (21) Ridiculing. 
 

1. INNOVATIONS or Traditions:    
 

7:71 He said, "You have incurred condemnation and wrath from your Lord. Do you 
argue with me in defense of innovations you have fabricated - you and your parents - 
which were never authorized by GOD? Therefore, wait and I will wait along with 
you." 

 
12:40 "You do not worship beside Him except innovations that you have made up, 
you and your parents. GOD has never authorized such idols. All ruling belongs to 
GOD, and He has ruled that you shall not worship except Him. This is the perfect 
religion, but most people do not know. 
 
54:3   They disbelieved, followed their opinions, and adhered to their old 
traditions.  

 
2.   CONJECTURE:    
 

6:116 If you obey the majority of people on earth, they will divert you from the 
path of GOD. They follow only conjecture; they only guess.  

 
10:36 Most of them follow nothing but conjecture, and conjecture is no substitute 
for the truth. GOD is fully aware of everything they do. 
 
34:52 They will then say, "We now believe in it," but it will be far too late.  
34:53 They have rejected it in the past; they have decided instead to uphold 
conjecture and guesswork. 

 
3.   FABRICATIONS:    
 

3:24 This is because they said, "The hellfire will not touch us, except for a few days." 
They were thus deceived in their religion by their own fabrications. 

 
6:112 We have permitted the enemies of every prophet - human and jinn devils - to 
inspire in each other fancy words, in order to deceive. Had your Lord willed, they 
would not have done it. You shall disregard them and their fabrications. 
 
6:113 This is to let the minds of those who do not believe in the Hereafter listen to 
such fabrications, and accept them, and thus expose their real convictions. 
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11:18 Who are more evil than those who fabricate lies about GOD? They will be 
presented before their Lord, and the witnesses will say, "These are the ones who lied 
about their Lord. GOD's condemnation has befallen the transgressors." 
 
16:105 The only ones who fabricate false doctrines are those who do not believe in 
GOD's revelations; they are the real liars. 

 
4.   DISTORTIONS:     
 

2:79     Therefore, woe to those who distort the scripture with their own hands, then 
say, "This is what GOD has revealed," seeking a cheap material gain. Woe to them 
for such distortion, and woe to them for their illicit gains. 
 
2:75 Do you expect them to believe as you do, when some of them used to hear the 
word of GOD, then distort it, with full understanding thereof, and 
deliberately?  
 
3:99 Say, "O followers of the scripture, why do you repel from the path of GOD those 
who wish to believe, and seek to distort it, even though you are witnesses?" GOD is 
never unaware of anything you do. 
 
7:180 To GOD belongs the most beautiful names; call upon Him therewith, and 
disregard those who distort His names. They will be requited for their sins.  
 
41:26 Those who disbelieved said, "Do not listen to this Quran and distort it, 
that you may win."  
 
41:40 Surely, those who distort our revelations are not hidden from us. Is one who 
gets thrown into Hell better, or one who comes secure on the Day of Resurrection? 
Do whatever you wish; He is Seer of everything you do. 

 
5.   LIES:    
 

3:78 Among them are those who twist their tongues to imitate the scripture, that 
you may think it is from the scripture, when it is not from the scripture, and they 
claim that it is from GOD, when it is not from GOD. Thus, they utter lies and 
attribute them to GOD, knowingly.  
 
4:50 Note how they fabricate lies about GOD; what a gross offense this is!  
6:21 Who is more evil than one who lies about GOD, or rejects His revelations? 
The  
transgressors never succeed.  
 
10:59 Say, "Did you note how GOD sends down to you all kinds of provisions, then 
you render some of them unlawful, and some lawful?" Say, "Did GOD give you 
permission to do this? Or, do you fabricate lies and attribute them to GOD?"  
10:60 Does it ever occur to those who fabricate lies about GOD that they will have 
to face Him on the Day of Resurrection? Certainly, GOD showers the people with 
His grace, but most of them are unappreciative. 
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10:69 Proclaim: "Those who fabricate lies about GOD will never succeed." 

 
6.   HEARSAY:    
 

2:78 Among them are gentiles who do not know the scripture, except through 
hearsay, then assume that they know it.  
 
5:41 O you messenger, do not be saddened by those who hasten to disbelieve 
among those who say, "We believe," with their mouths, while their hearts do not 
believe. Among the Jews, some listened to lies. They listened to people who never 
met you (hearsay), and who distorted the words out of context, then said, "If you 
are given this, accept it, but if you are given anything different, beware." 
Whomever GOD wills to divert, you can do nothing to help him against GOD. GOD 
does not wish to cleanse their hearts. They have incurred humiliation in this world, 
and in the Hereafter, they will suffer a terrible retribution.  

 
7.   EGO:    
 

2:87 We gave Moses the scripture, and subsequent to him we sent other 
messengers, and we gave Jesus, son of Mary, profound miracles and supported him 
with the Holy Spirit. Is it not a fact that every time a messenger went to you with 
anything you disliked, your ego caused you to be arrogant? Some of them you 
rejected, and some of them you killed.  
 
25:43 Have you seen the one whose god is his own ego? Will you be his 
advocate?  
 
45:23 Have you noted the one whose god is his ego? Consequently, GOD sends 
him astray, despite his knowledge, seals his hearing and his mind, and places a veil 
on his eyes. Who then can guide him, after such a decision by GOD? Would you not 
take heed?  

 
8.   ARROGANCE:     
 

16:49      To GOD prostrates everything in the heavens and everything on earth  
every creature  and so do the angels; without the least arrogance.  
16:50  They reverence their Lord, high above them, and they do what they are 
commanded to do.  
 
27:13 When our miracles were presented to them, clear and profound, they said, 
"This is obviously magic."  
27:14 They rejected them and were utterly convinced of their wrong ways, due to 
their arrogance. Note the consequences for the evildoers. 
 
31:7 And when our revelations are recited to the one of them, he turns away in 
arrogance as if he never heard them, as if his ears are deaf. Promise him a painful 
retribution. 
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31:18 "You shall not treat the people with arrogance, nor shall you roam the earth 
proudly. GOD does not like the arrogant showoffs. 

 
32:15 The only people who truly believe in our revelations are those who fall 
prostrate upon hearing them. They glorify and praise their Lord, without any 
arrogance.  
 
38:2 Those who disbelieve have plunged into arrogance and defiance. 

 
9.   RUMORS:    
 

4:83    When a rumor that affects security comes their way, they spread it. Had they 
referred it to the messenger, and those in charge among them, those who understand 
these matters would have informed them. If it were not for GOD's grace towards you, 
and His mercy, you would have followed the devil, except a few. 
24:11   A gang among you produced a big lie. Do not think that it was bad for you; 
instead, it was good for you. Meanwhile, each one of them has earned his share of 
the guilt. As for the one who initiated the whole incident, he has incurred a terrible 
retribution.  
24:12   When you heard it (the rumor), the believing men and the believing 
women should have had better thoughts about themselves, and should have said, 
"This is obviously a big lie."  
24:15   You fabricated it with your own tongues, and the rest of you repeated it 
with your mouths without proof. You thought it was simple, when it was, 
according to GOD, gross.  
24:16   When you heard it (the rumor), you should have said, "We will not 
repeat this. Glory be to You. This is a gross falsehood."  
24:17   GOD admonishes you that you shall never do it again, if you are 
believers.  
 
49:6   O you who believe, if a wicked person brings any news to you, you shall first 
investigate, lest you commit injustice towards some people, out of ignorance, then 
become sorry and remorseful for what you have done.  

 
10.   IGNORANCE:    
 

4:17 Repentance is acceptable by GOD from those who fall in sin out of 
ignorance, then repent immediately thereafter. GOD redeems them. GOD is 
Omniscient, Most Wise.  
4:18   Not acceptable is the repentance of those who commit sins until death 
comes to them, then say, "Now I repent." Nor is it acceptable from those who die as 
disbelievers. For these, we have prepared a painful retribution.  
 
5:50   Is it the law of the days of ignorance that they seek to uphold? Whose law is 
better than GOD's for those who have attained certainty? 
 
6:108   Do not curse the idols they set up beside GOD, lest they blaspheme and curse 
GOD, out of ignorance. We have adorned the works of every group in their eyes. 
Ultimately, they return to their Lord, then He informs them of everything they had 
done. 
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16:25   They will be held responsible for their sins on the Day of Resurrection, all of 
them, in addition to sins of all those whom they misled by their ignorance. What a 
miserable load! 
 
48:26   While those who disbelieved were enraged, and their hearts were filled with 
the pride of the days of ignorance, GOD blessed His messenger and the believers 
with peaceful contentment, and directed them to uphold the word of righteousness. 
This is what they well deserved. GOD is fully aware of all things. 

 
11.   SUSPICION:    
 

49:12   O you who believe, you shall avoid any suspicion, for even a little bit of 
suspicion is sinful. You shall not spy on one another, nor shall you backbite one 
another; this is as abominable as eating the flesh of your dead brother. You certainly 
abhor this. You shall observe GOD. GOD is Redeemer, Most Merciful. 

 
12.   CONCEALMENT:    
 

2:41   You shall believe in what I have revealed herein, confirming what you have; 
do not be the first to reject it. Do not trade away My revelations for a cheap price, 
and observe Me.  
2:42   Do not confound the truth with falsehood, nor shall you conceal the truth, 
knowingly.  
 
2:146   Those who received the scripture recognize the truth herein, as they 
recognize their own children. Yet, some of them conceal the truth, knowingly. 
2:159   Those who conceal our revelations and guidance, after proclaiming them 
for the people in the scripture, are condemned by GOD; they are condemned by all 
the condemners. 
 
2:174   Those who conceal GOD's revelations in the scripture, in exchange for a 
cheap material gain, eat but fire into their bellies. GOD will not speak to them on the 
Day of Resurrection, nor will He purify them. They have incurred a painful 
retribution. 
 
3:187   GOD took a covenant from those who received the scripture: "You shall 
proclaim it to the people, and never conceal it." But they disregarded it behind their 
backs, and traded it away for a cheap price. What a miserable trade. 
 
4:37   The ones who are stingy, exhort the people to be stingy, and conceal what 
GOD has bestowed upon them from His bounties. We have prepared for the 
disbelievers a shameful retribution. 
 
5:99   The sole duty of the messenger is to deliver the message, and GOD knows 
everything you declare and everything you conceal.  

 
13.   SELF-EXALTATION:    
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4:49 Have you noted those who exalt themselves? Instead, GOD is the One who 
exalts whomever He wills, without the least injustice.  
 
28:83   We reserve the abode of the Hereafter for those who do not seek exaltation 
on earth, nor corruption. The ultimate victory belongs to the righteous. 
53:32   They avoid gross sins and transgressions, except for minor offenses. Your 
Lord's forgiveness is immense. He has been fully aware of you since He initiated you 
from the earth, and while you were embryos in your mothers' bellies. Therefore, do 
not exalt yourselves; He is fully aware of the righteous. 
 
76:7-10   They fulfill their pledges, and reverence a day that is extremely difficult. 
They donate their favorite food to the poor, the orphan, and the captive. “We feed 
you for the sake of GOD; we expect no reward from you, nor thanks.” We fear from 
our Lord a day that is full of misery and trouble. 

 
14.  DISOBEDIENCE:   
 

 49:7   And know that GOD’S messenger has come in your midst. Had he listened to 
you in many things, you would have made things difficult for yourselves. But GOD 
made you love faith and adorned it in your hearts, and He made you abhor 
disbelief, wickedness, and disobedience. These are the guided ones.  
 
10:15   When our revelations are recited to them, those who do not expect to meet us 
say, "Bring a Quran other than this, or change it!" Say, "I cannot possibly change it 
on my own. I simply follow what is revealed to me. I fear, if I disobey my Lord, the 
retribution of an awesome day." 
 
18:69   He said, "You will find me, GOD willing, patient. I will not disobey any 
command you give me."  
18:70   He said, "If you follow me, then you shall not ask me about anything, unless 
I choose to tell you about it."  
 
24:63   Do not treat the messenger's requests as you treat each others' requests. 
GOD is fully aware of those among you who sneak away using flimsy excuses. Let 
them beware  those who disobey his orders  for a disaster may strike them, 
or a severe retribution.  
 
26:215   And lower your wing for the believers who follow you.  
26:216   If they disobey you, then say, "I disown what you do."  
26:217   And put your trust in the Almighty, Most Merciful. 
 
66:6   O you who believe, protect yourselves and your families from the Hellfire 
whose fuel is people and rocks. Guarding it are stern and powerful angels who 
never disobey GOD; they do whatever they are commanded to do. 
 
72:23   "I deliver GOD's proclamations and messages." Those who disobey GOD and 
His messenger incur the fire of Hell, wherein they abide forever. 

 
 
15.   CONSPIRACY:    
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17:47   We are fully aware of what they hear, when they listen to you, and when 
they conspire secretly  the disbelievers say, "You are following a crazy man."  
17:48   Note how they describe you, and how this causes them to stray off the path. 
 
58:8   Have you noted those who were enjoined from conspiring secretly, 
then insist on conspiring? They conspire to commit sin, transgression, and 
disobedience of the messenger. When they come to you, they greet you with a 
greeting other than that decreed by GOD. They say inside themselves, "GOD will 
not punish us for our utterances." Their only requital is Gehenna, wherein they 
burn; what a miserable destiny.  
 
58:10   Secret conspiracy is the devil's idea, through which he seeks to hurt 
those who believed. However, he cannot hurt them against GOD's will. In GOD 
the believers shall trust.  

 
16.   SELF-OPINIONS:    
 

5:77   Say, "O people of the scripture, do not transgress the limits of your religion 
beyond the truth, and do not follow the opinions of people who have gone  
astray, and have misled multitudes of people; they are far astray from the right 
path."  
6:56   Say, "I am forbidden from worshipping what you worship besides GOD." 
Say, "I will not follow your opinions. Otherwise, I will go astray, and not be 
guided."  
 
20:16   "Do not be diverted there from by those who do not believe in it  those 
who pursue their own opinions  lest you fall.  
 
28:50   If they fail to respond to you, then know that they follow only their own 
opinions. Who is farther astray than those who follow their own opinions, without 
guidance from GOD? GOD does not guide such wicked people. 
30:29   Indeed, the transgressors have followed their own opinions, without 
knowledge. Who then can guide those who have been sent astray by GOD? No one 
can ever help them. 
 
47:14   Are those enlightened by their Lord the same as those whose evil works are 
adorned in their eyes, and they follow their own opinions?  

 
17.   DOUBTS:   
 

3:7   He sent down to you this scripture, containing straightforward verses - which 
constitute the essence of the scripture - as well as multiple-meaning or allegorical 
verses. Those who harbor doubts in their hearts will pursue the multiple-meaning 
verses to create confusion, and to extricate a certain meaning. None knows the true 
meaning thereof except GOD and those well founded in knowledge. They say, "We 
believe in this - all of it comes from our Lord." Only those who possess intelligence 
will take heed.   
 
3:60   This is the truth from your Lord; do not harbor any doubts. 
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9:45   The only people who wish to be excused are those who do not really believe 
in GOD and the Last Day. Their hearts are full of doubt, and their doubts cause 
them to waver.  
14:10   Their messengers said, "Do you have doubts about GOD; the Initiator of 
the heavens and the earth? He invites you only to forgive your sins, and to give 
you another chance to redeem yourselves." They said, "You are no more than 
humans like us, who want to repel us from the way our parents used to worship. 
Show us some profound authority."  
 
42:14   Ironically, they broke up into sects only after the knowledge had come to 
them, due to jealousy and resentment among themselves. If it were not for a 
predetermined decision from your Lord to respite them for a definite interim, they 
would have been judged immediately. Indeed, the later generations who 
inherited the scripture are full of doubts.  
 
22:53   He thus sets up the devil's scheme as a test for those who harbor 
doubts in their hearts, and those whose hearts are hardened. The wicked 
must remain with the opposition.  
 
22:55   As for those who disbelieve, they will continue to harbor doubts until 
the Hour comes to them suddenly, or until the retribution of a terrible day 
comes to them. 
 
33:12   The hypocrites and those with doubts in their hearts said, "What GOD 
and His messenger promised us was no more than an illusion!" 

 
18.   AGGRESSION:    
 

2:193   You may also fight them to eliminate oppression, and to worship GOD 
freely. If they refrain, you shall not aggress; aggression is permitted only 
against the aggressors.  

 
7:33   Say, "My Lord prohibits only evil deeds, be they obvious or hidden, and sins, 
and unjustifiable aggression, and to set up beside GOD powerless idols, and to say 
about GOD what you do not know." 

 
42:42   The wrong ones are those who treat the people unjustly, and resort to 
aggression without provocation. These have incurred a painful retribution.  
42:43   Resorting to patience and forgiveness reflects a true strength of character.  
 
5:87   O you who believe, do not prohibit good things that are made lawful by GOD, 
and do not aggress; GOD dislikes the aggressors. 
 
2:190   You may fight in the cause of GOD against those who attack you, but do not 
aggress. GOD does not love the aggressors. 

 
19.   ARGUING:    
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2:139   Say, "Do you argue with us about GOD, when He is our Lord and your 
Lord? We are responsible for our deeds, and you are responsible for your deeds. To 
Him alone we are devoted."  
 
3:20   If they argue with you, then say, "I have simply submitted myself to 
GOD; I and those who follow me." You shall proclaim to those who received the 
scripture, as well as those who did not, "Would you submit?" If they submit, then 
they have been guided, but if they turn away, your sole mission is to deliver this 
message. GOD is Seer of all people.  
 
3:66   You have argued about things you knew; why do you argue about things you 
do not know? GOD knows, while you do not know. 
 
3:73   "And do not believe except as those who follow your religion." Say, "The true 
guidance is GOD's guidance." If they claim that they have the same guidance, 
or argue with you about your Lord, say, "All grace is in GOD's hand; He bestows 
it upon whomever He wills." GOD is Bounteous, Omniscient.  
 
6:25   Some of them listen to you, but we place veils on their hearts to prevent them 
from understanding, and deafness in their ears. Thus, no matter what kind of proof 
they see, they cannot believe. Thus, when they come to argue with you, the 
disbelievers say, "These are tales from the past." 
 
6:80   His people argued with him. He said, "Do you argue with me about GOD, 
after He has guided me? I have no fear of the idols you set up. Nothing can 
happen to me, unless my Lord wills it. My Lord's knowledge encompasses all things. 
Would you not take heed?  
 
6:121   Do not eat from that upon which the name of GOD has not been mentioned, 
for it is an abomination. The devils inspire their allies to argue with you; if you 
obey them, you will be idol worshipers. 
 
7:71   He said, "You have incurred condemnation and wrath from your Lord. Do you 
argue with me in defense of innovations you have fabricated - you and your 
parents - which were never authorized by GOD? Therefore, wait and I will wait 
along with you." 

 
20.   DISPUTING:   
 

21:92  Your congregation is but one congregation, and I alone am your Lord; you 
shall worship Me alone.  
21:93  However, they divided themselves into disputing religions. All of them will 
come back to us (for judgment). 
 
2:176  This is because GOD has revealed this scripture, bearing the truth, and those 
who dispute the scripture are the most ardent opponents. 
 
16:64  We have revealed this scripture to you, to point out for them what 
they dispute, and to provide guidance and mercy for people who believe. 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3:19  The only religion approved by GOD is "Submission." Ironically, those who 
have received the scripture are the ones who dispute this fact, despite the 
knowledge they have received, due to jealousy. For such rejectors of GOD's 
revelations, GOD is most strict in reckoning.  
 
8:46  You shall obey GOD and His messenger, and do not dispute among 
yourselves, lest you fail and scatter your strength. You shall steadfastly persevere. 
GOD is with those who steadfastly persevere. 
 
22:67  For each congregation, we have decreed a set of rites that they must 
uphold. Therefore, they should not dispute with you. You shall continue to 
invite everyone to your Lord. Most assuredly, you are on the right path.  
 
11:118  Had your Lord willed, all the people would have been one congregation (of 
believers). But they will always dispute (the truth). 
 
42:10  If you dispute any part of this message, the judgment for doing this rests with 
GOD. Such is GOD my Lord. In Him I trust, and to Him I submit. 

 
21.   RIDICULING:  
  

2:212  This worldly life is adorned in the eyes of the disbelievers, and they 
ridicule those who believe. However, the righteous will be far above them on the 
Day of Resurrection. GOD blesses whomever He wills, without limits.  
 
5:57  O you who believe, do not befriend those among the recipients of 
previous scripture who mock and ridicule your religion, nor shall you befriend 
the disbelievers. You shall reverence GOD, if you are really believers.  
 
5:58  When you call to the Contact Prayers (Salat), they mock and ridicule it. 
This is because they are people who do not understand.  
 
9:79  Those who criticize the generous believers for giving too much, and ridicule 
the poor believers for giving too little, GOD despises them. They have incurred a 
painful retribution. 
21:36  When those who disbelieve see you, they ridicule you: "Is this the one who 
challenges your gods?" Meanwhile, they remain totally heedless of the message from 
the Most Gracious. 
38:62  They will say, "How come we do not see (in Hell) people we used to count 
among the wicked?  
38:63  "We used to ridicule them; we used to turn our eyes away from them." 
 
49:11  O you who believe, no people shall ridicule other people, for they may be 
better than they. Nor shall any women ridicule other women, for they may be better 
than they. Nor shall you mock one another, or make fun of your names. Evil indeed is 
the reversion to wickedness after attaining faith. Anyone who does not repent after 
this, these are the transgressors. 
 
 68:51  Those who disbelieved show their ridicule in their eyes when they 
hear the message and say, "He is crazy!" 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68:52  It is in fact a message to the world.  
 
68:51 Part 1: Those who disbelieved show their ridicule in their eyes when they 
hear the message. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14. 
 
68:51 Part 2: And say, “He is crazy.” 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 
 
68:52  It is in fact a message to the world.  
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 – a profound message to the world that 
the messenger is not crazy; he is only delivering the message of Allah, Most 
Glorified, through the Sign and Miracle of the Seven Pairs. 
 
** This is what Allah expects of you according to Verse 47:21. Note that the digits 
of the chapter and verse number add up to 14 – the Seven Pairs, and you will 
witness God’s revelations in it.  
 
47:21 Part 1:  Obedience and righteous utterances are expected of them.  
Part 2:  If only they showed confidence in ALLAH, when mobilization was called for, 
it would have been better for them. 
 
Revealed: The Allah letters are marked as 14 up to Allah, and 19 in the entire verse, 
revealing the Sacred Codes of 14-19. 
Revealed: The Allah letters are 19 and the messenger’s letters are 20, the diff. is 1 
 
Part 2: The messenger’s letters are 14. 
 
The word “mobilization – azm alamar” is used here to signify the times when there 
is a living messenger. You cannot mobilize without a command being issued, and 
the command cannot be issued till there is a messenger, though you can still strive 
to preach the truth of the Quran in the absence of a messenger. But the real test is 
when there is a messenger who issues commands in accordance with God’s will. 
The believers are thus distinguished – the good from the bad – the active from the 
sedentary – the believing from the doubtful. Therefore, The Most Gracious has 
marked my letters in “mobilization” as 110 to project His Absolute Authority 
behind the messenger. When I command you for anything, you do not have to 
envision or guess the benefits and results behind it. Whether the command sounds 
logical or illogical, your minds should be focused on Allah and you are advised to 
show confidence in Him, as it is indeed a test from Him. The verse came marked by 
the Absolute in a proven way, and now applies at this time to the present-day 
believers. 

 
After having delivered God’s message on earth, my destiny in the Hereafter has also 
been clarified by Him. This is a great mercy from my Lord. All of these blessings are 
according to His attribute of Absoluteness, which I shall explain under another 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sermon. I shall recite a set of verses from Chapter 19. You will see that God has applied 
the same verses to me which were meant for messengers of the past.  
 

19:15 Peace be upon him the day he was born, the day he dies. And the day he is 
resurrected back to life. 
19:33 And peace be upon me the day I was born, the day I die, and the day I get 
resurrected. 
 
Revealed: The messenger’s initials are 17 and 16, the diff. is 1 
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 26 and 25, the diff. is 1 – Praise be to Allah, 
who can design verses which are 19 apart, and in Chapter 19, and write a perfect 
Arabic language by balancing the messenger’s initials and letters to reveal the 
difference of 1. This is indeed a great miracle of Allah. The message for me is as 
clear as the Revelation of 1; GOD has sent peace upon me, the day I was born, the 
day I die, and in the Hereafter, Subhan Allah. 
 
There are no greater words to thank my Lord, except to say, Alhumdo Lillah 
Rub Al Aalameen. 

 
By now your mind should be clear and I hope that you have been able to overcome all 
doubts in these revelations. If you are convinced about the Truth, then you should follow and 
obey the messenger, not by mouth alone, but by implementing your pledges into action. My 
duty is to show you the right path – when you follow me, God’s mercy will be on you.  
 

25:57 Part:  All I seek is to help you find the right path to your Lord, if this is what 
you choose. 
 
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 101 and of the messenger is 324, the diff. is 223 
spelling out the word “the believers.” The messenger will show you the correct and 
approved path of Allah decreed for the believers. The Quran is for the believers and 
was sent for them out of Allah’s mercy to forgive and redeem them. 
 
35:4 Part 1: If they disbelieve you, messengers before you have been disbelieved. 
Part 2: God is in control of all things. 
 
Revealed: Part 1, the messenger’s letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs. 
Revealed: Both Parts: GV of my letters are 488 and 182, diff. is 306 Makbool 
Husain 

 
    

Peace be upon the messengers 
 

PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE. 
 
 


